
CHAPTER 4

THE MANUSCRIPT THEFT

Despite having been missing for nearly two centuries, investigations into
thedisappearance of the Book of Mormon's lost manuscript have scarcely
been done at all. Instead, Martin Harris's antagonistic wife Lucy Harris has
beengenerally asumed to be the only suspect worth considering, and thecase
wasclosed before it was ever opened. This chapter will open the case of the
Book of Mormon manuscript theft, exploring in detail how the manuscript
came to be stolen and examining the evidence for the identity of the thieves.

The story of the manuscript's loss begins where we left off in the story of
its translation. Joseph Smith and Martin Harris carried out their respective
roles in the translation process for several weeks, but practical considerations
entailed that sooner or later they must pause. Emma was about to deliver
thecouple's first child, and Martin was feeling pressure to return home after
having parted with his children and wife and forsaken his farm for most of
thespring. It alsoappears that Joseph and Martin were running out of paper.'

In anticipation of a break in the work, Martin requested that he be per-
mited to take the translation manuscript home with him to show others.?
He likely also requested to again take the plate facsimile that he had shown
to Anthon. Such permission would enable him to display both the characters,
which the learned" could not read, and the translation, which Joseph had
read from the plates. That Martin took the Anthon transcript and lost it
with the translation manuscript is suggested by two considerations: no one
describesseeing that transcript after 1828, and none of the still-existing tran-
scripts match the one described by Anthon.

In response to Martin's request to take the documents, Joseph petitioned
God for permission but was denied through the interpreters. At Martin's urg-
ing,Joseph asked again, resulting again with the same answer. After further

1.Joseph Knight Sr., "Manuscript of the History of Joseph Smith," in Vogel, EMD,
4:19.Joseph Knight recalled giving Joseph "a little money to Buoy paper" in January
1829.Since, as discussed below, little if any translation work was done during the
remainder of 1828 afrer the manuscript loss, this suggests that Joseph was already low
onpaper for translation when the work halted in June 1828. The paper used for the
translation is further discussed in the following chapter.
2.Joseph Smith, "History, circa Summer 1832."
3. John A. Clark, Gleanings by the Way, 222-28.
4. Charles Anthon to E. D. Howe, February 17, 1834, in Vogel, EMD, 4:377-81.

CharlesAnthon toThomas Winthrop Coit, April 3, 1841, in Vogel, EMD, 4:382-86.
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teasing from Martin, and as the translation neared a pause,Joseph gred to

make a third inquiry, upon which permision was fhnallygranted for Mari
to show others the manuscript, along with a commandment that it belim.

ited to only ive designated family members: "his brotherPreservedHari
his own wife, his father, and his also mother, and a Mrs Cobb asistertohit

wife." Before taking the manuscript, Martin had to covenant to obey'the
word of the Lord" that restricted the manuscripť's audience to thoseive

Martin's repeated requests were, in part, responsible for themanuscript
los. Had he settled for the first or second answer, the curious readerwould
not be holding the present book in his or her hands but would insteadbe

reading a version of the Book of Mormon that contains many of themissing
stories this volume intends to reconstruct. Given the risks and severity ofthe

consequencesof Martin's actions, a question crucial to understanding thelos
of that book is: Why was Martin Harris so insistent on taking themanuscript

home with him after already having been told no by God twiceł

Trouble in the Harris Home

An obvious reason for Martin Harris to take the manuscript back with
him was to satisfy skepticism at home. Martin's wife had been doubtful of,and
even antagonistic toward, Joseph Smith's claims. Additionally, Martin's time
away from his home and farm raised skepticism about bim. From the family's
perspective, Martin Harris was a man gone mad." Martin's various travels in
the winter of 1828 to authenticate the character transcript (between Palmyra,
Harmony, Albany, Philadelphia, and New York City) and his subsequent jour-
neys that spring to act asJoseph's scribe would likely have taken about eight
weeks in just travel timealone. On top of these, Martin spent some eight
weeks of the spring actually scribing forJoseph. Martin thus sacrifñced much
of his winter and nearly his entire spring to assist with the translation, and the
particular time period Martin chose to leave the farm to serve as a translation
scribe was startling. The winter of 1827-28, which has been called "a season

5.JosephSmith et al., History of the Church ofesus Christ of Latterday Saints, 1:21.
6. Smith, "History, circa Summer 1832."
7. PomeroyTucker, Origin, Rise, andProgressof Mormonism, 54.
8. EldenWatsonestimates that Martin spent forty days traveling with the character

transcript. Thiswas followed by a journey to and from Harmony with his wife Lucy,
whichwas then followed with his trip to begin scribing forJosephand his return trip
after scribing, each of these two round trips adding about eight days, bringing the
estimated total to fifty-six days--eight weeks. Elden Watson, "Approximate Book of
Mormon Translation Timeline."
9. Stanley Kimball, "The Anthon Transcript: People, Primary Sources, and

Problems," 327.
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of extraordinary climatic anomalies," was so unseasonablywarm as to bring an

early planting season in the eastern United States, moving planting in upstate

New York forward to mid-April. The time that Martin wasassistingJoseph
would have rivaled harvest as the busiest time of the year for a farmer in that

region." During the time of his absence from the farm Martin, who had a

reputation as an expert farmer, should have been carrying out or at least over-

seing the work of harrowing, plowing, planting, and otherwisepreparinghis
ground to ensure the fall ield of the Aax, beans, pumpkins, corn, and other
grains on which his livelihood depended." Instead, Martin spent that exact

period-from about April 12 through June 14-scribing thetranslation.
Planting season, however, was not all Martin missed at home. While in

Harmony with Joseph, Martin was absent from something evenmore momen-

tous: the May 8 weding of his daughter Lucy Jr toFlandersDyke in Palmyra."
Evidence that Martin's absence from these family events was causing

trouble at home is visible in what Martin's wife was doing in hisabsence. On

May 13, five days after Martin failed to show up to give his daughter's hand
to Flanders Dyke, a deed from Martin for eighty acres of his land appears
in the Palmyra land records. The deed is made out to Martin's cousin and

brother-in-aw, Peter Harris (Lucy's brother; Martin and Lucy were biologi-
cal first cousins). With this deed appears another, from Peter Harris to Lucy
for the same eighty acres of what had been Martin's land. Thissuccession of
deeds from Martin to Peter then from Peter to Lucy provided an indirect

way for Martin to convey her dowry land to Lucy, circumventing laws about
joint marital property. But how could Martin deed his land, even indirectly.
to Lucy in his absence? The deeds in question were originally executed on

November 29, 1825. After their original signing, Lucy held onto these
deeds for nearly three years before she felt the need to record them. Her

10. Cary J. Mock et al, "The Winter of 1827-1828 over Eastern North America:
ASeason of Extraordinary Climatic Anomalies, Societal Impacts, and False Spring"

87-115. My thanks to Geoff Slinker for bringing this paper to my attention.
11. The month of May, which Martin Harris spent entirely at scribing forJoseph,

was not only a crucial time for planting but also an optimal time for haying.
Information about farming in Palmyra area was provided by Donald Enders and
Emily Ut, both of the LDS Historic Sites Division. Personal communication from
Emily Ut, July20, 2011.

12. Their marriage was announced in the May 9, 1828, Wayne Sentinel.
13. Indenture, Martin Harris to Peter Harris, Wayne County, New York, November

29, 1825; and Indenture, Peter Harris to Lucy Harris, Wayne County, New York,
November 29, 1825. New York Land Records, Wayne County, Deeds 1827-1828, Vol.
5, Family History Library, Salt Lake City, Utah. I am grateful to Michacl H. MacKay
for first putting me on to this source, and to Marie Thatcher for trackingit down.
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sudden recording of these deeds to give them full legalefficacyimmediaed
after Martin missed their daughter's wedding communicatesherintentions
clearly as any words could have. Upon her husband's failure toshowup fr
the wedding, Lucy acted to give herself financial independencefromMartin.
She was taking an initial step toward separation.

When Martin did return home a full month after his wife tookthissep,
he was walking into a firestorm-and he knew it. In view of hisabsence
from both his agricultural seed and his generational seed, and theconscquent
estrangement between him and his wife, Martin's insistence toJosephthathe
had to take the manuscript home becomes understandable. Martin toldhis
son from his second marriage, Martin Jr., "many times that "heobtainedthe
manuscript to show to his wife in order to convince her of the truth ofthe
B[ook] of M[ormon], as she was very bitter against the work."4 Whenwe
realize the magnitude of Martin's absences from the family, thereasonforhis
wife's bitterness becomes clear.

After making such tremendous sacrifices at his family's expense,Martin
needed some way of demonstrating to the family that he had not losthis
mind but had stayed away from farm and family, and even hisdaughter's
wedding, for a good cause -for a book that would do good in the worldand
would sell sufficiently for the family to recoup their growing investment in
it. To have any hope of reconciliation with his wife, he needed something to
show for his absence.

The Crime

Likely using Martin or Joseph as a source, Lucy Mack Smith provides
us with some details of what transpired when Martin went home with the
manuscript. On his arrival in Palmyra, Martin "was not slow" in acting on his
hard-won permission to show the manuscript to the five designated family
members.5 Butbecausethe purpose of bringing the document home was to
palliate his family by showing them the impressive contents of the book, he
more than likely stretched the permission to include other family members
aside from the five, including the daughter and new son-in-law whose nup-
tials he had missed for the book's sake.

Lucy Harris was apparently pleased with what she saw and heard of the
manuscript, and shegave him permission to lock it in her bureau, which was

14. Reported in William Wallace White, Journal, May 15, 1904. My thanks to
Nathan Hadield for making me aware of this source, and to Corey L. Evans for
sharing it with me.
15. Lavina Fielding Anderson, ed., LucysBook: A Critical Edition of Luy Mack

Smiths Family Memoir, 420.
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presumably the most secure location in their house. However, shortly after
Martin arrived back in Palmyra with the manuscript, "a very particular friend"
called on him while Lucy was out, and Martin did not know where thebureau
key was. The friend's curiosity "was much excited and he "earnestly desired
to see the manuscript. Martin, for his part, was eager to please the friend
by displaying the fruit of his scribal labors. Not wanting to wait for Lucy to
return, Martin broke into his wife's bureau by picking the lock, and in the
process he both "injured his lady's beaureau [sic] considerably" and violated
the covenant he had made with God. On his wife's return and discovery of the
damage to her bureau, "an intolerable storm ensued." Martin tookpossession
of the manuscript again, storing it in "his own set of drawers where he had it
at his command and showing it to "any good friend who happened [to] call
on him." According to Martin's later recitation about the manuscript pages,
during this time "he read them in the evenings to his family and some friends,"
afterward always being sure "put them in his bureau in the parlor, locking both
bureau and parlor, [and] putting the keys of each in hispocket."17

After following this routine one night and then leaving for a few days
trip, Martin never saw the manuscript again. When he went to retrieve the
manuscript upon his return, it was gone. He crosS-examined his wife and
frantically tore open beds and pillows, but all to no avail. IfLucy Harris knew
anything, she would not admit to it even under duress.l8

Before this loss, another, of a much more personal nature, occurred for
Joseph and Emma in Harmony. Shortly after Martin's departure, their irst
child was born-and died. Joseph nursed his weak and grief-stricken wife
through the weeks that followed, but as time wore on without word from
Martin, another burden weighed onJoseph's mind. Emma, knowing her hus-
band's worry over the book, urged him to leave her in her mother's care and
go to Palmyra to learn what detained Martin. 9

Joseph's 1839 history implies that he had good reason to worry at this
time that letting Martin take the manuscript had led to disaster. Joseph re-
counted that after Martin left with the manuscript the angel came and re-
buked Joseph for asking permission again to let Martin take the manuscript
after being twice refused. In consequence of this impertinence, Moroni took
from him the sacred relics and suspended his gift of seeing.0

16. Anderson, 421.
17. William W. Blair, footnote comment in Lucy [Mack] Smith, Biographical

Sketchesof oseph Smith the Propbe, and His Progenitors for Many Generations, 131.
18.Anderson, LucysBook, 41 8, 422.
19. Anderson, 412.
20. Smith, History of the Church, 1:21-22.
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During Joseph's journey of a few days by stagecoach fromPennsylvaniato
the Palmyra-Manchester area he was so distressed over the loss of his child,his
wife's poor health, and the feared loss of the manuscript that hescarcelyslept.
When he neared Manchester, a kindly fellow passenger who fearedJoseph
would fall asleep in the forest along the way and come to disasterinsisted
on helping him home. Over the final miles, the stranger led him by thearm,
since Joseph would fall asleep as he was walking along, every fewminutes"
according to his mother's account.21

Shortly after daybreak when Joseph had rested a bit, he sent for Martin
Harris. The Smiths expected Martin to join them at eight ocdock forbreak-
fast. He arrived four and a halfhours later, "his hat drawn over hiseyes."Lucy
Mack Smith's dramatic account of what occurred during his visit cannotbe
improved on:

At length he entered the house. Soon after which we sat down to the table, Mt.
Harris with the rest. He took up his knife and fork as if he were going touse
them, but immediately dropped them. Hyrum, observing this, said "Martin,
why do you not cat; are you sick?["] Upon which, Mr. Harris pressed hishands
upon his temples, and cried out, in a tone of deep anguish, "Oh, I have lost my
soul! I have lost my soul!"

Joseph, who had not expressed his fears till now, sprang from the table,
exclaiming, "Martin, have you lost that manuscript? have you broken your oath,
and brought down condemnation upon my head, as well as your own?"

"Yes, it is gone," replied Martin, "andI know not where."
"Oh, my God!" said Joseph, clinching his hands. "All is lost! all is lost!

What shall I do? I have sinned--it is I who tempted the wrath of God. I should
have been satisfied with the first answer which I received from the Lord; for he
told me that it was not safe to let the writing go out of my possession." He wept
and groaned, and walked the floor continually.

At length he told Martin to go back and search again.
"No" said Martin, "it is all in vain; for I have ripped open beds and pil-

lows; andI know it is not there."
"Then must I," said Joseph, "return to my wife with such a tale as this? I

dare not do it, lest I should kill her at once. And how shall I appear before the
Lord? Of what rebukeam I not worthy from the angel of the Most High?"22

Joseph did have to return to his wife with report of the manuscript's disap-
pearance, but hewas unable to tell her who had taken it. Any evidence of who
the thief or thieves might bewas lacking, and while Martin suspected his wife,
Lucy Harris denied participating in or knowing anything about the theft,23

21. Anderson, Lucys Book, 414-16.
22. Anderson, 418-19.
23. Anderson, 422.
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Josephs initial revelation responding to the manuscripť's disappearance

(D&C3) given in the weeks following said nothing of the thieves.However,a
later revelation (D&C 10:1-37) recorded in May 1829 identified the theft as

the work of a conspiracy of "wicked men" who had altered the wordsJoseph

translated.4 Readers of the revelation appear to have typically imagined the

conspirators physically doctoring the original manuscript, taking up lying
pens to add invasive text beside or over top of that recorded byJosephsscribe.
On this reading, the revelation describes a rather clumsy effort to discredit

the Book of Mormon: the conspirators would try to palm off as the unmodi-
fied translation manuscript a document on which obvious interpolations had
beenmade, with counterfeit words written over and crammed into the nar-

rowspacesbetween the authentic words.
ButJoseph's revelation does not describe the conspirators against the Book

of Mormon making these sorts of interpolations on the manuscript they had
taken. Rather, it says they had altered the manuscript's "words." The words of

the translation could be altered in two ways, either by tampering with the orig-

inalpages or by copying some of them onto fresh pages, imitating the scribe's
handwriting but introducing variant wording into the new copy. Whatever
thechallenges of convincingly mimicking the handwriting of Marrin Harris
or other scribes, it would have been less daunting than trying to pass off inser-

tions and overwriting as the original text on the translation manuscript. The

more intelligible strategy of (mis)copying the manuscript is a better candidate
forwhat the revelation calls the conspirators "cunning plan" (. 23).

The revelation attributes to those who conspired to steal the manuscript
severalignoble motives: They had acted in "anger" (v. 24) "to destroy' Joseph
(.6), toget he glory of the world" (v. 19), and to avoid 'shame" theyfeared
the book's publication would cause them (v. 19). These men, the revelation

said,had been misled by Satan, who whispered to them the accusation against
Joseph"[H]e hath deceived you" (v. 29). So they set a trap for Joseph: when
heretranslatedand published the Book of Mormon they would identify and
publishdiscrepancies between it and their altered text to show that he had
"contradicted' himself in his two pretended translations (v. 31). In this way,
Satanwould 'stir up" (v. 32) people to anger against Joseph so they would not
believeGod's words, and thus Satan thinketh to overpower your Joseph's]
testimonyin this generation, that the work might not come forth in this gen-
eration" (v. 33). This revelation about the stolen manuscript was published in
part in the Preface to the 1830 Book of Mormon to explain to readers why

24. My analysis of the timing of Doctrine and Covenants 10 has been assisted
by a 2011 internship with the Joseph Smith Papers Project, where discussions with

MichaclMackKayand Robin Jensen helped clarify my thoughts.
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Nephis "small plates had been substituted for the missing irstporion
Mormon's abridgment.

The Suspects

Lucy Harrishas long been the chief, if not the ony,identifiedsuspectin
the theft of the initial Book of Mormon manuscript. Her role in thethef.

of

however, has been assumed more than argued and has been favored to theer:-

clusion of other possibilities. While Lucy may or may not havebeeninvoled
with the theft, she is just one of multiple potential suspects whoalsohad
accessto Martin and motives to abscond with the manuscript.

Lucy Harris was a strong-willed woman that Lucy Mack Smithdescribed
as having an "irrascible temper."2% Lorenzo Saunders, who claimed to know
Lucy Harris but did not seem to share Lucy Smith's dislike of her,similarly

Lucy Harris

described her as "pretty high on combativeness."2" This temper and com-
bativeness of Lucy Harris is known to have taken other dramaticmeasures
to separate her husband from the Book of Mormon project. About three
months before the June l828 manuscript theft, she reportedly colluded with
an accomplice to discredit the Book of Mormon by stealing the Anthon

25. In addition to replacing the lost manuscript with another text, Joseph took
another step that appears to have been aimed at foiling the conspirators described
in Doctrine and Covenants 10. arly in June 1829, when Joseph had inished
translating Mormon's abridgment, he dispatched one of those assisting him to go to
Utica to securea copyright for the book. There are four oddities in how this was done.
First, acquiring a copyright for a book was not usually considered necessary at the
time and not usually done. Second, the book was not yet complete. Third, Joseph's
assistant,presumably at his behest, insisted that not just the book's title as required by
law, but its entire title page,be transcribed into the copyright application. Fourth, the
copyright, thusacquired, technically did not cover Nephi's small plates! The title page
transcribed into the copyright record explicitly identified Mormon's record as the
work to be copyrighted-making no mention of Nephi's text--and the small plates
rext mostly had not been translated. What the copyright specifically protected was
the translation of Mormon's abridgment. Since the lost manuscript was, loseph tells

nart of Mormon's abridgment, the lost manuscript would have been protected
by the copyrightJoseph obtained. lt thus appears that Josephs decision to pursue
a copyright for the Book of Mormon text was aimed at stopping the conspirators
from publishing the stolenmnanuscript. For copyright law at the time see Na
HinckleyWadsworth,"CopyrightLawsandthe1830Book ofMormon." 7 0

t

26. Anderson, LucysBook, 421.
27. LorenzoSaunders, interviewed by E. L. Kelley, in Vogel, EMD, 2:149


